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MACHINING INDUSTRY TURNOVER DROPPED BY 17.24% IN 2020 
 

Donostia - San Sebastian, 10 March 2021. The machining and 
metal mechanical transformation industry has seen a drop in 
turnover in 2020 by 17.24%. Analysed by sub-sectors, 
machining fell by 18.53%, while boilermaking and deformation 
dropped by 13.51%. 
 
“After the good results of 2018, in which our companies grew 
by 6.3%, 2019 saw a slight downturn of 1.2%, marking a 
moderate change in trend, within a setting that had been 
consistently stable until that time. However, 2020 and the 
pandemic have brought great uncertainty to the sector, which 
has experienced a sharp drop of 17.24% in turnover. Industrial 
activity has been greatly affected and especially certain 
relevant machining and boilermaking customer sectors, such as 
the automotive industry and aeronautics” explains Aitor 
Alkorta, president of AFMEC. 

 
Exports, which account for 26.41% of turnover, have fallen by 13.82% in 2020. The main export destinations 
were France (32.01%) and Germany (18.6%), followed by the United States (7.9%), Italy (6.4%) and the United 
Kingdom (4.6%). 
 
AFMEC companies have a wide range of customer sectors, the most important of which are consumer goods 
and machine tools (32.4%), power generation (24%), the automotive sector (8.1%) and aeronautics (6.2%). 
 
Despite how difficult this year has been, jobs managed to remain relatively stable, with a drop of 3.2% on 
2019. Aitor Alkorta comments: “Ours is a very technified sector that needs highly skilled professionals. We 
invest in training our people and we are renowned for taking good care of our staff. In times of crisis like this, 
we work together to keep jobs safe. It’s a team effort and I’d like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and 
give thanks for the collective effort made. We know that, when recovery comes, our people will continue to be 
key to our competitiveness. This is why, in spite of the sharp drop in the sales level, we are standing strong in 
our commitment, keeping jobs almost at the level of the prior year.” 
 
CURRENT SITUATION AND OUTLOOK 
 
The climate is showing signs of a gradual improvement, however, the current situation resulting from Covid is 
still worrying. In the words of Aitor Alkorta: “The uncertainty being felt in the different client sectors due to the 
situation we’re living through has led to a drop in order volumes and an ensuing increase in price competition. 
We cannot deny the evidence: these are difficult times, but I’m sure that we will overcome this. We need to act 
now to have stronger and more competitive companies.”  
 
The association predicts a complicated year in 2021, but one that will mark the start of the sector’s recovery. 
It will be necessary to maintain measures that enable businesses to have the necessary cash flow and 
flexibility, just as we have done in 2020. Furthermore, all measures aimed at promoting industrial demand are 
welcome and essential to guaranteeing the future competitiveness of the businesses. Aitor Alkorta remarks: 
“The demands of our client sectors require strong investment. Therefore, investment support schemes are very 
useful tools that we appreciate because they enable companies to avail of the best manufacturing equipment 
and keep up and boost their competitiveness”. 
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In addition to facing the effects of the pandemic, the AFMEC collective must focus purposefully on addressing 
the sector’s challenges. New digital technologies are creating new business opportunities and ways to 
improve productivity and the sector should take advantage of this. Businesses must continually adapt to these 
technological changes, training their staff and fitting out their factories and equipment adequately. 
 
AFMEC, A STRONG REPRESENTATIVE IN SUPPORT OF THE SECTOR 
 
AFMEC is a representative body for companies from the machining and metal-mechanical transformation 
sector. In 2021, after just 5 years, AFMEC has 175 associated companies and develops activities for its 
members in the fields of cooperation, internationalisation, training, technology and marketing.  
 
Its aim is to build a strong and distinct image of the sector, provide the latest information, foster business 
cooperation, generate networking opportunities among the various market agents and provide added value 
services. 
 
AFMEC forms part of AFM Cluster, which enables it to address machining sector challenges with higher 
guarantees, multiplying opportunities for collaboration within the value chain, by belonging to a collective 
that brings together more than 500 industrial companies. 
 

 

 

 

 

For more information, please contact the Director of the Communication Department, María Ruiz-Lopetedi 
(maria.rlopetedi@afm.es), phone numbers 943 309 009 / 679 979 083. 
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FIGURES 2020         

*Million euros 

REVENUE 
  

% 20/19 

TOTAL REVENUE 
  

-17.24% 

DOMESTIC   -18.40% 

EXPORTS   -13.82% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
COUNTRIES % EXPORTS 

France 32.01% 

Germany 18.60% 

USA 7.91% 

Italy 6.44% 

United Kingdom 4.59% 

Denmark 4.12% 

Hungary 3.82% 

Norway 3.64% 

Portugal 1.99% 

China 1.50% 

Other 15.38% 
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ABOUT AFM CLUSTER 

AFM CLUSTER is the organisation that represents the interests of Advanced and Digital Manufacturing. Made up of five industry associations, it groups 
more than 500 companies, which employ 16,500 people and have a  joint turnover of over 3 billion euros. From its headquarters in San Sebastian, and 
its set-up in Tianjin (China), AFM CLUSTER works to promote the internationalisation, industrial development, strategic positioning and training of 
people in its associated companies. The five related and synergistic sectors that AFM CLUSTER provides services to are the following: 

• Machine-tool and advanced manufacturing technologies. AFM-Advanced Manufacturing Technologies is the founding association, which 
gives its name to the cluster. With 75 years of history, it has 127 members that provide the industry with machine tools and other equipment 
for the manufacture of components, accessories and cutting tools. 

• Additive Manufacturing and 3D Printing. ADDIMAT brings together 93 companies operating in this new sector, destined to be a relevant part 
in many industrial sectors, such as, for example, the aerospace, biomedical and automotive sectors. 

• Hand Tools, Hardware and Industrial Supply. ESKUIN represents 20 companies that manufacture hand tools and hardware products, to the 
highest standards of quality and safety. 

• Machining and Metal-Mechanical Transformation. AFMEC joins the machining and meta-mechanical transformation workshop collective. 
With 175 member companies, it brings visibility and services to one of the most important industrial groups in Spain. 

• Technology-based companies and startups. UPTEK represents 101 technological companies and startups dedicated to advanced and digital 
manufacturing. 

AFM CLUSTER also has 80 services companies for the industry as partners. AFM CLUSTER forms part of different international associations, such as 
CECIMO, ECTA or CEO, it is the co-organiser, along with BEC -Bilbao Exhibition Centre-, of the international fairs BIEMH, ADDIT3D, WORKINN and 
BEDIGITAL and it actively collaborates in the fairs INDUSTRY TOOLS and SUBCONTRATACIÓN. It is a co-organiser of CMH - Congress on Advanced and 
Digital Manufacturing and Machine Tools. 
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